Introduction
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Quantifying responses. A sweep was counted as evoking spikes if firing probability ≥ 119 25%. Spikes were filtered from the PSP responses by detecting spike threshold (dV/dt > 10 V/s),
120
interpolating a straight line across the spike waveform and then smoothing. We found that PSP 121 height correlated well with spiking, and generally better than dV/ dt (the rising slope of the 122 depolarization). We therefore quantified PSPs in terms of height, defined as depolarizing,
123
hyperpolarizing or no response. No response meant the change in membrane potential (Vm) was 124 < 5X membrane noise (SD of Vm prior to sound presentation). We measured EPSP height as the 125 maximum depolarization -rest potential, and IPSP height as the maximum hyperpolarization -126 rest. Responses were classified as depolarizing if the EPSP height exceeded the IPSP height, or 127 if it was ≥ 2 mV. Failing these criteria, the responses were classified as hyperpolarizing.
128
Estimating access resistance, membrane resistance and membrane capacitance: Electrode 
154
The conductances (g) are: excitatory, ge; inhibitory, gi; leak, g Leak . V m is the measured membrane 155 potential, and the reversal potentials for g leak , ge and gi are (respectively) V Leak , V e , and V i . Most
156
of these terms can be measured or estimated. V m and dV m /dt were measured directly. Membrane 157 capacitance and resistance (1/g leak ) were measured as described above. V e was assumed to be 0 158 mV, and V i was estimated to be -63 mV from the changes in the PSP polarity while different 159 amounts of constant current were being injected. V Leak was calculated from the steady state V m ,
160
membrane resistance measured at the steady state V m , and the I inj .
161
Using the above values, there are only two unknowns in equation 2, ge and gi.
162
Consequently, ge and gi can be estimated from FM-evoked responses while hyperpolarizing the 163 cell to only 2 different steady state potentials. In practice, we required FM-evoked responses
164
recorded at a minimum of 3 different steady-state potentials over a voltage range of ≥ 40 mV.
165
Cells were hyperpolarized to minimize the effects of voltage-gated channels, except when Cs 2+
166
and QX-314 were in the pipette, in which cases cells were both depolarized and hyperpolarized.
167
We note in the results (Fig. 4) 
214
(see quantifying responses in methods).
215
We illustrate FM selectivity with three cells, each preferring different FMs (Fig. 1 
278
PSPs were more sensitive to sweep velocity than to direction or intensity
279
In order for spike threshold to enhance spike selectivity by rectifying subthreshold inputs,
280
there must be some selectivity in the PSPs. We next asked which parameter affected PSP 281 selectivity more: sweep velocity, direction or intensity (Fig. 3) 
289
Sweep velocity generated bigger differences in PSP height than either intensity or 290 direction. For each cell, we plotted the average and maximum height differences generated by 291 changing sweep velocity against the differences generated by changing direction or intensity, with 292 the diagonal lines showing unity on each plot ( Fig. 3a-d ). In the majority of cells, changing velocity 293 generated equal or larger PSP differences than changing either direction or intensity (most points 
301
Generating PSP selectivity
302
To understand how the information to discriminate between FMs is conveyed to the IC,
303
we need to know what differences in the synaptic inputs were evoked by the different FMs and 304 how those input differences translated into PSP selectivity. In the next sections, we first show that
305
we can derive synaptic inputs evoked by different FMs in the same cell, and that the derived 306 inputs predict the PSP responses. We then examine two examples in some detail to see how
307
changing sweeps changed the synaptic inputs, and how those input differences relate to 308 differences in PSP height. Finally, we used modeling to show which input differences predicted 309 PSP selectivity best.
311
Derived synaptic conductances predict PSPs
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We derived synaptic conductance pairs (excitatory (ge) and inhibitory (gi)) corresponding
313
to individual FM sweeps in 10 cells. In each cell, we presented 4 to 6 FMs, both downward and 314 upward, that swept the same frequency range while varying velocity (7 cells) or intensity (3 cells).
315
Thus, for each cell we had a conductance set consisting of 4 or 6 conductance pairs, each pair 316 evoked by a unique FM sweep.
317
We show measured responses to 6 FMs ( cell, based on current step responses measured in this cell, was used for all 6 conductance pairs.
336
Correlation analysis between the measured and the predicted PSPs suggests that the 337 conductance estimates accounted for 98% of the variance in the example cell ( Fig. 4d) , and ≥
338
94% for the population (not shown).
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These last two points indicate that voltage-gated channels did not contribute substantially 
350
Defining the conductance parameters
351
Given that changing sweeps changed multiple aspects of the conductance waveforms,
352
we now ask which aspects generated selectivity in the PSPs. We examined five conductance 
356
would increase firing probability of the postsynaptic response, whereas leading or coincident 357 inhibition would decrease firing probability. We tested latency to peak, 20% of peak height, or 
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The first 'rate' parameter was the integral of the derived ge waveform. 
381
Changing sweep velocity changes the conductance parameters
382
Using the downward evoked responses from the cell in Fig. 4 , we show how the 5 383 conductances parameters changed with changes in FM velocity ( Fig. 5a-d hyperpolarizing PSPs (Fig. 5a, top) . Examination of the conductance waveforms shows that 387 changing velocity affected all 5 of the conductance parameters ( Fig. 5a-d integral), and the null sweep evoked the largest inhibition (Fig. 5c ), both consistent with the 396 measured PSP selectivity. The null sweep also evoked the broadest excitation (Fig. 5d) , which as 397 explained above should be the least efficacious, and is therefore consistent with PSP selectivity.
398
However, other conductance parameters were not consistent with PSP selectivity. The preferred 399 sweep evoked a larger inhibition than the less-preferred sweep (Fig. 5c) , and the null sweep 400 evoked the broadest inhibition (Fig. 5d) . In other words, there are numerous differences in the 401 conductances, some which should enhance PSP selectivity, but also some which should reduce 402 selectivity. What is not clear from this analysis is which of these parameters most determined the
403
PSP response. We return to this question after examining a cell in which we varied intensity.
405
Changing sweep intensity changes the conductance parameters
406
Changing sweep intensity also altered the conductance waveforms, although not as 407 much as changing velocity. Once again, some of the differences were consistent with enhancing 408 the measured PSP selectivity, while others should reduce selectivity ( Fig. 5e-h ). This cell was 409 non-monotonic, firing with 100% probability to downward, 150 oct/ s sweeps at low and medium 410 intensity sweeps (15 and 45 dB SPL), but firing with only 60% probability to the same sweep at 411 high intensity (75 dB SPL). In terms of integrals, the high intensity (less-preferred) signal evoked 412 the smallest excitation, consistent with the PSP selectivity (Fig. 5g) . Although the peak amplitude
413
of the less-preferred inhibition was lower, it was so much broader than the other two inhibitory 414 traces that it had the largest integral, again consistent with the PSP selectivity. Furthermore, the 415 shape of the less-preferred excitation was broader than that of other two signals, also consistent 416 with PSP selectivity (Fig. 5h) . However, the less-preferred signal evoked the broadest inhibition
417
( Fig. 5h) , and the biggest delay between excitation and inhibition, with excitation leading (Fig. 5f ).
418
These differences should reduce selectivity. To summarize, changing the sound changed many
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conductance parameters, and it is not clear which changes were the most important, or how they 420 combined to generate the differences in the PSPs.
422
Determining which conductance parameters dominated the PSP response
423
We used modeling to determine which conductance parameters most affected PSP 424 selectivity. We first asked which parameter, when tested in isolation from the other parameters,
425
best predicted the PSP height differences. We then compared the rate parameters to the timing 426 parameters.
427
To illustrate the model, we made a hypothetical conductance set consisting of three
428
conductance pairs that differed in 3 parameters only: the delay between ge and gi; the ge 429 integral; and the ge shape (Fig. 6a ). For simplicity, there were no differences in gi integral or
430
shape. We computed PSPs from each conductance pair in a model cell. The PSPs differed in 431 height, representing PSP selectivity. These are the 'control' PSP and conductance waveforms.
432
We assessed each parameter's contribution to PSP selectivity by making 'experimental'
433
conductance sets to test each parameter's ability to predict control PSP heights. The
434
experimental sets consisted of three conductance pairs each, one corresponding to each of the 435 three control conductance pairs (Fig. 6c-e) . Each set had the differences in a single parameter 436 preserved but differences in the other parameters eliminated. We computed 'experimental' PSPs 437 from the conductance sets and then compared the experimental PSP height to the corresponding 438 control PSPs. The individual parameter that best predicted the relative differences in the control
439
PSP heights was taken as the dominant parameter for generating PSP selectivity.
440
To make the experimental conductance set with the ge integrals preserved, we first 441 eliminated all the parameter differences by averaging the control excitatory waveforms, and 442 aligning excitation and inhibition at their peaks (Fig. 6b) . We then scaled the average ge
443
waveform so that the integral of each experimental ge was equal to the integral of the 444 corresponding control ge (Fig. 6c) . We computed experimental PSPs, plotted the PSP heights 445 against the heights of the corresponding control PSPs, and fit the points using linear regression 17/ 31 (Fig. 6c, right) 
450
To test the delay parameter, we used the average conductance waveforms, and then
451
shifted inhibition in time so that the delays between ge and gi matched the corresponding control 452 delays (Fig. 6d, compare to delays in (a) ). The computed experimental PSP heights did not 453 correlate with the controls (R 2 = 0.14, slope = 0.1). Thus, with no differences in the other 454 conductance parameters, the differences in the delays between ge and gi could not predict the 455 control PSP differences, indicating that the delay parameter was relatively unimportant for 456 generating PSP selectivity. Note that the delay parameter did affect the PSP heights, but it did not 457 dominate the response when combined with the other parameters.
458
We tested ge shape by using the control ge waveforms in each experimental 459 conductance pair, aligning them with the average gi waveforms, and scaling them so that integral 460 of each experimental ge was equal to the average control ge integral (Fig. 6e) . The computed
461
experimental PSPs were inversely correlated with the controls (R 2 = 0.88, slope = -1), suggesting 462 that ge shape reduced the differences in the control PSP heights, and therefore reduced PSP 463 selectivity.
464
In this hypothetical example, the ge integral was the dominant parameter for determining
465
PSP selectivity. The ge shape was of secondary importance, with the effect of reducing 
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We show a cell with 6 conductance pairs and their corresponding measured and 474 computed (control) PSPs (Fig. 7a) . The 6 conductance pairs were derived from 6 FMs (downward 475 and upward at 3 different velocities). Using the strategy described in the preceding section, we 476 tested each parameter individually for its ability to predict the relative heights of the control PSPs.
477
The ge integral was the dominant parameter for determining PSP selectivity in this cell 478 (Fig. 7b) and gi = 0.01; gi shape = 0.06.). Except for ge integral, the effects of the other parameters were 492 small (gentle slope) and/ or not systematic in that the correlation coefficient was low.
493
We summarize these modeling experiments for the 10 cells by plotting the correlation 494 coefficients (R 2 ) values against the slopes for each manipulation of each cell (Fig. 7g) 
499
In this analysis, ge integral was the single best predictor of PSP selectivity (Fig. 7g) . In 8/ 500 10 cells, the fits using ge integral had the highest R 2 values. In one cell, using ge shape resulted 
511
where these parameters enhanced selectivity, and also cells where they reduced selectivity, but 512 the overall effects of these parameters were not systematic.
514
Conductance integrals, not timing, determine PSP height.
515
The preceding analyses show that the ge integral is the best individual predictor of PSP 516 height. However, when the conductance parameters are combined, their effect on PSPs is not the 517 linear sum of their individual effects. It is conceivable that the combined timing parameters would 518 predict PSP heights better than the combined rate parameters. We therefore compared control
519
PSPs to experimental PSPs computed with either the 3 timing parameters preserved, or the 2 520 rate parameters preserved (Fig. 8) . When the rate parameters were preserved (both ge and gi 
527
We summarized the comparison between the timing sets and the rate sets by showing 528 the correlation coefficients and slopes for each cell (Fig. 8d) . The rate parameters predicted the 529 20/ 31
control PSPs better than the timing parameters in all 10 cells (higher R 2 values). For the rate sets, 530 the mean R 2 value was high (0.90 ± 0.05), the mean slope was 1 (1.0 ± 0.14) and 8/ 10 fits were 531 statistically significant (p < 0.05). Remarkably, in 8/ 10 cells the relative PSP selectivity could be 532 reliably predicted using no temporal differences whatsoever. In contrast, the timing sets had lower 533 mean R 2 and slope values (0.4 ± 0.09 and 0.02 ± 0.11 respectively), and only one fit was 534 significant (p < 0.05, the example cell from Fig. 5a ). This indicates that in these cells, the size of 535 the synaptic conductance waveforms were more important for generating PSP selectivity than the 536 temporal envelopes or the delays between excitation and inhibition.
538
Eliminating inhibition changes absolute PSP height, but not PSP selectivity
539
Having found that the size of the excitatory input is the best predictor of PSP selectivity 
542
To address this question, we compared control PSPs to PSPs computed with excitation only, as if 543 inhibition were completely eliminated (Fig. 9) . We show two example cells where we computed
544
control PSPs with both excitation and inhibition, or with excitation alone (Fig. 9a, b) 
550
We plotted PSP heights computed with and without inhibition for the 10 cells in which we 551 derived synaptic conductances. In 5/ 10 cells that fired spikes to sweeps, we compared computed
552
PSP heights to spike threshold measured from actual responses (Fig. 9c-d) . For the sweeps that 553 evoked spikes, the control PSPs were within or very close to threshold ± 1 SD. No sweeps 554 evoked spikes in the other 5 cells, so we compared PSP heights to the best (biggest) control PSP
555
( Fig. 9 e, f) . We make two points. First, eliminating inhibition always increased the absolute PSP 
559
(circled in Fig. 9c-f ). This is consistent with the modeling results indicating that excitation is the 560 main contributor to relative PSP height, i.e. PSP selectivity. Second, 10/ 14 subthreshold PSPs 561 reached or exceeded threshold when inhibition was eliminated, and two of the remaining four
562
PSPs were very close to threshold (Fig. 9c, d) 
579
Analysis of PSP selectivity compared to spike selectivity shows that spike threshold sharpens 580 velocity and intensity tuning, as we found previously for FM direction (Gittelman et al. 2009 ). This 
588
We also noted that velocity changes evoked greater PSP variance than changing either 589 direction or intensity, and we speculate on the significance. In terms of differences in spike 590 counts, velocity discrimination begins in the auditory nerve whereas direction discrimination 591 begins in the cochlear nucleus (Britt and Starr 1976) . Thus, velocity discrimination has gone 592 through an extra synapse in terms of refinement, and thus we might expect to see a greater 593 difference in the IC afferents compared to direction. In the case of intensity, we speculate that
594
while it is important to distinguish amongst FMs, it is also necessary to compress intensity 595 differences, at least to some extent. In other words, we perceive sounds with the same FM
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parameters as the same, even when they occur at different intensities, and thus in some cells 597 differences in FM might be strengthened, while differences in intensity may be reduced.
599
Input size shapes selectivity more than input timing
600
Our modeling found that the size of excitation was the single best predictor of PSP 
606
affect PSP selectivity, but the effect was small relative to that of input size. Thus, our modeling 607 supports a modulatory role for timing, rather than timing as the primary determinant.
609
Inhibition reduces PSP gain.
610
Perhaps the most striking result was that of blocking inhibition. When inhibition was 
622
Limitations
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We briefly discuss two important limitations of this study. First, the conductance 
646
Trevelyan and Jack 2002), consistent with less sensitivity to input timing compared to input size.
647
Although whole-cell studies in the auditory cortex have correlated input timing differences with 
665
In summary, we suggest that FM selectivity in slow IC cells, including direction, velocity
666
and intensity, is generated as follows. Weakly selective excitatory afferents fire more to preferred 667 sweeps, providing larger excitatory inputs compared to less-preferred or null sweeps, largely 668 establishing PSP selectivity in the postsynaptic cell. PSP selectivity is modulated by other input 669 parameters, including input timing and the size of inhibition. However, the dominant role of 670 inhibitory inputs is to reduce PSP amplitudes so that they peak near spike threshold, some above 671 and some below. Spike threshold then sharpens selectivity by rectifying subthreshold inputs,
672
while also amplifying small differences in near-threshold and suprathreshold PSP peaks to 673 produce strong spike selectivity (Gittelman et al. 2009 ). This would indicate that the different 
